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.. IMPORT DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

1. At its May meeting, the Sub-Group "Customs Matters" agreed that members should
submit to the secretariat in writing by 15 September 1975 lists of what they
considered.to be excessive in other countries' information requirements, explaining
and identifying their specific difficulties. The Sub-Group would then hold discussions
at its next meeting on the basis of a secretariat paper which would give a synopsis
of the complaints and comments received". (MTN/NTW4, paragraph 8 and GATT/AIVll.88)

2. Seven communications have been received by the secretariat.

- Australia

- Canada

- Czechoslovakia

- Finland on behalf of the Nordic Countries

- Japan
- Romania
- United States

Because of the small number of replies, and the difference of emphasis of these
replies, it is difficult to present an entirely satisfactory synopsis of the
complaints and comments received. Nevertheless tho secretariat has tried to put
together all the information received along the following lines:

A. General comments

B. Specific complaints against documents

C. Customs Cooperation Councilfs list of particulars required by customs
authorities for formalities on the importation of goods

D. Other excessive requirements

E. Consular formalities and fees
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A. General comments

3. Japan has said that for smooth dcvcvlopmentd oft intornaationazI tradIo, it is
desirable to simplify import documentation to the extent possible. E its
.view, it is contrary to the cause of simplification of import'documdzitation to
da&iad the submission of customs invoices soparately.

B. :eific conlain inst doc.;:nt:

(a) National coMp.a-.t.

4. The Noric countries have notified into the NTB Inventory those specific
cases, where information requirements are considered to be excessive.

5. As regards specific documents, the commercial invoice should, in their view
be accepted for any customs purposes, and no special customs invoice should be
used or demanded. In those cases, where special customs invoices would .stily be
needed after the VTN, they should be harmonized. and as a first step-be based on
the ECE layout key.

6. The commercial invoice should be accepted by .he inorting country.- The
following information should not, however, be demanded: signature, specification
of the contents of each package, number of letter of credit, name of vessel, name
of shipping or air transport company, partial or total delivery, statistical
number of importing country, certificate of correctness. Reference is made to
the Nordic proposal in this respect in document MN/30/11, Annex A. The Nordic
countries reserve the right to notify additional points to the above list at a
later stage.

7. Canada has complained against Bail that advance indication of shipping
weights is r, ..Iuired prior to issuanco of an import licence for products such as
phone equipment and auto parts. This requires exporters to pack completely goods
before applying for an import licence, with resulting costly inventory accumulation
and delays in filling orders.

8. Canada has also submitted the following' complaints with regard to United
States information requirements.
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9. (a) Aditional r uirements for some Products, In addition to information
requested on the Special Customs Ihvciice Form 5515, there are several products
for which additional information is required. Most of these additional
requirements are for tariff classification purposes. 'While it is recognized
that some of this information may be necessary for proper classification of
certain products, this should be examined to determine their necessity.

10. (b) Freign and_8Yprt . Goods imported into the United States are
valued for duty purposes under either section 402 or 402(A) of the Tariff Act
of 1930. The first basis of valuation under 402A is the higher of the foreign
or export value and covers only goods included on the "Final List". Section 402
introduced by the Customs Simplification Act of 1956 eliminated foreign value
as a basis for valuation for products not on the "Final List". To enable United
States Customs to establish a foreign value, the exporter is required to submit
information regarding sales of his product in his domestic market. However,
United States Customs insist that information on domestic sales be supplied for
goods valued under Section 402.

11. (c) Imporer's number. As a large percentage of sales to the United States
are on a duty*-paid delivery basis, a United States Customs Broker acting with
power of attorney from the exporter is usually shown as importer of record.
However, the ultimate consignee must also be identified on the customs documents
by means of his importer's number which is obtained through formal application
to the United States Customs. This additional requirement may act as trade
impediment; many potential customers in the United States may not want to become
involved in the customs administrative procedures.

12. (d) F.o.b.,/L.i~f. statistical reporting rogrammo. .ll exporters to the
United States are required to estimate and report the value, f.o.b. border
point of export, of merchandise regardless of the terms of sales. Therefore,
exporters car-ot quote only c.i.f. ox. feo.b. prices with freight to the national
border for inclusion on the invoice. This requirement relates solely to the
gathering and reporting of statistical information and is not related to
information necessary for value for duty calculations.
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1), Romania

As regards the excessive import documentary requirements of same developed
countries, the Rumanian party recalls the notifications made in this respect
within the framework of the Inventory of Non-Tariff Barriers, in particular
notifications No. 208 - certificates of origin requested by Italy in case of
doubt - and No. 229 - Special United States Invoice Form 5515.

(b) United States Customs Invoice Form 5515

Australia: Examination of difficulties experienced by Australian exporters
and their agents in other countries in relation to information requirements in
customs documents which could be regarded as excessive has revealed that the
principal problem of this sort occurs with the United States Customs Form 5515.
While the United States customs authorities have published a set of instructions
for the preparation of the invoice, there are same requests for information for
which the reason is not evident and the requirements for which could be considered
excessivee. These occur in Sections IV and V of the form and are as follows (the
number of the question referred to in the form appears in brackets):

Section IV (2) Manufacturer's numbers or symbols
(3) Importer's number or symbols
(6) Current unit price: this information would have only two uses-

(i) for application of foreign valuely criterion (infrequently
used)

(ii) for arima facie evidence of dumping (see comments on
Section V, Item9w on the other hand, no instruction is given
on the amount to be shown if the goods are neither sold nor
offered for sale for home consumption - a fairly frequent event,
in Austra'ian excpro½.ence).

Section V - The use of questions in this Section in general would appear
unnecessary. In most- cases the question asked demands "yes" for an
answer and a simpler form wculd, in our opinions be a series of
statements saying what is to be shown.
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Question 3 appears to be superfluous, having already been asked in
Item 1..

Item 9 appears to be unreasonable, in that the invoice is used to
provide pmfaie evidence of dumping. Australian experience is
that little notice cail be taken of the home consumption price shown
on the invoice as evidence of the ",normal value" for dumping purposes,
particularly in applying the GATT ALti-Dumping Code. It does seem
unreasonable to require the invoicer to supply dumping information
for all transactions, when anti-dumping action Is applied to very
few commodities.

1-5, Canadat Question 8 relates to cost for "assists" (e.g. dies, tooling, blue-
prints, financial assistance, etc...) not included in the invoice price. The
exporter must identify by whom and on what basis llassistsi` have been supplied, A
copy of a commercial invoice showing the value of assists must be attached to
Form 5515 if invoiced separately. If the exporter is not the manufacturer of the
goods, it is often impossible for him to know whether their production involved
assists, Even if the exporter is the manufacturer, it is.very difficult (i) to
determine what constitutes an assist and (ii) to place any meaningful value on
the same. United States authorities have not defined what constitutes an assist.
Errors, resulting from confused situations often lead to fraud and penalty actions.

16, Question 9 relates to the United States anti-dumping laws as they affect the
selling price of each and every item described on the invoice. An exporter must
make a declaration that any difference between the declared domestic and export
prices wouldd not result in sales at less than fair value within the meaning of
United States anti-dumping laws"i. In effect, this question-amounts to an anti-
dumping survey on every product exported to the United States. This raises a
question of whether such a practice conforms with the letter and spirit of
Article 5 of the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the GATT and places
exporters in the position of having to decide a complicated question of United
States law, i.e. whether or not sales arc occuring at "less than fair value".
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17. J : Among customs invoices of various countries, the special customs
invoice (Form 5515) of the United States, imposes, in Japan's view, the heaviest
burden to importers and exporters in terms of its complexities and its wide ranging
information required to be stated.

1W. More specifically, importers or exporters are required to state the domestic
prices of the exporting countries. The information thus acquired could be
utilized not only for the proper purpose of customs valuation but also for the
purpose of anti-dumping investigations.

.9. In this connexion, the following requirements and provisions of the invoice
constitute, in Japan's view, serious distortive elements of trade;

(a) Requirement that both domestic and export prices be stated.....

(b) Provision that in case the domestic price is higher than the export
price, it is regarded and labelled as ;"an indication of possible sales
at less than fair valued'.

(c) Requirement that the reason of the difference between the domestic and
the export price should be shown in either of the following ways.:
(i) in declaring that the differential is "the result of -onditions of
sale which would not result in sales less than fair value within the
meaning of the United States Anti-Dumping Laws"., or, (ii) in attaching
a note of an explanation cf the differences.

(d) Provision that ;'in his discretion the appraiser may nonetheless require
submission of the information called for; under (c)(ii) above.

C. YutaCo rto cila euirdb customs a^uthortiap, for fPorilities
on the i or3tion of o-odsi

(). For Czechoslovakia, the information and data required by the uniform import
declaration contained in the above list are considered by Czechoslovakia as
sufficient and adequate. Other information requirements are considered as
excessive and undesirable.
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2 .. The tj consider' -flie Pollowing requirements to beuannecessary for
customs administration and as such burdensome to tha movement of trade.

(6a) Particulars relating to persons who pa-rticipate, in the operation

1. Status of seller - Grower, supplier, manufacturer, etc. - Importer may
.have.no source of knowledge for this requirement. (Australia).

2. (4)W User o th oods Importer may have no source of knowledge for
this requirement. (Delgium, Luxembourg and United Kingdom - for
temporary importations).

'(b) reatn-o th .--,o tghe.gasLd

3. (12)*s Place of I11troduction- If othqre than port of entry, this
requirement woul& appear to be unnecessary. - (Austria, Finland,
Ireland, Korea, United; Kingdom)

(16)* Placo of destination.- Importer may have no source of knowledge
fcr this requirement. - (Austoalia, Austria, Brazil, Costa Rica, France,
-Panama, Peru, Philippines, United Kingdom, Zambia)

5. (17>* Twransport for own account or for account of other persons.
Th s racsquremnent is a, rmusnce (Belgium,. France, Luxembourg)

6. Namne of ^aptain of carrier - Iaporter may have no source of knowledge
for this requirement., - (Domirnican Republic)

(c) Parti ul 's rclatini, to the goods

7. e alaweigh - Importer ma.-7 be confused by the meaning of this
requiremeontG (Chile, GuatemalLa, Haiti, Mexico).

8. Uses of Corhodiit-y Importer may have no source of knowledge for this
rcqivL-c;'m'nt. - (Philippines)

The rn:ibars Tn parentheses refer to the requirement as it ,is, listed in
CCC document 18o0-,). Items without these numbers do not appear in the;
CCC docwentU
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9. (26)* Financial or commercial applicable to the goods -
exchange control, This requirement is a nuisance - (Algeria,
Bangladesh., Btrazil, Burma, Chile, Colombia, Congo,, Dahomey., Ecuador,
Ethiopia, France, Gabon., Ghana, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Korea, Nicaragua) Peru., El Salvador,
Senegal, Spain, Switzerland, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Uruguay, Zaire)

10, (27)* e of storage - This requirement is unnecessary for customs
clearance and as such is a nuisance and hindrance to trade -
(Finland)

Laj (28)* Date of entryin warehouse - This requirement is unnecessary
for customs clearance and as such is a nuisance and hindrance to
trade - (Finland)

12. Information required for the o eysteM applicable
to goods such as import permit number-import control. This require-
ment is a nuisance - (Algeria, Bangladesh,. Brazil, Burma, Chile,
Colombia, Congo, Ecuador, Ghana, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Kenya, Korea, Mauritius, Nigeria, Peru; Portugal, Senegal, Tanzania,
Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, Zaire)

(d) Paticu s- re1~ann to the value of thegood

13. (36)* ages by which the value is dUtd - Importer may not know
the specifics of the financial. system needed for this requirement -
(Cameroon, France, Israel)

14y (39)* Value avpraised bv Customs - If different than customs value
(No.29, CCC document 18.909, this requirement would appear to be
unnecessary - (Korea - entered by Customs)

15. Vale and Origin Clauses which must be included on the invoice used
for customs purposes. these specifically worded clauses are
unnecessary for customs clearance and as such are a nuisance and
hindrance to trade - (Australia, Barbados, Canada, Now Zealand,
Nigeria, South Africa, Zambia)

*
The numbers in parentheses refer to the requirement as it is listed in

CCC document 18,909. Items without these numbers do not appear in the
CCC document,
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(e) i t e ent oI' io At,and4t

16. (4J)* fleferred patpien Bank control - This requirement is a
nuisance - (.Algeria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Congo, Dahomey, Denmark,
Ecuador, France, Gabon, Ghana, Greece,, India, Indonesia, Iran, I-rael,
Italy, Ivory Ccast, LuLxembourg., Nicaragua, Nigeria, El Salvador,
Senegal, Sweden, Togo, Zaire)

17. (4D)*e - This requireament is a nuisance - (Algeria, Argentina,
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Colombia, France, Greece, Indonesia,
Iran, l-relarnd, Israel, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, New Zealand,
Philippines, Portugal, El Salvador, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
United Kingdom, Uruguay-)

18. (45)* Of duti and Importer may be confused by the
meaning of this requirement (France, Japan, 3weden)

19. (46)* Clearanceproced - Importer may be confused, by the meaning
of this requirement - (Spain, Sweden)

(f) ParticU1ar1 wh a viewtting of Rreferentig_al tMe

20. (50)* atement of destinto - Importer may. have no source of
knowledge for this requirement, unless it is specifically related to
the granting of preferential treatment - (New Zealand, Canada)

(g) Particulars an exclusively, _satit na

No excessive requirements to list.

(h) tLOA re tn- of the declaration

21. (59)* tAhelnLO* exainat - This require-
ment is not necessary for customs clearance and as such is a nuisance
to trade - (Sweden)

22e (62)* Form a-en - This requirement is not necessary for customs
clearance and as such is a nuisance to trade - (Spain, Venezuela)

23, (63)* vice osaeforia - This requirement is a
nuisance - (Iran)

The numbers in parenthosoo refer to the requii'eiment as it is listed in
CCC document 18.909. Items without those nuabers do not appear in the
CCC document.
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D. Other excessive requirements

2t- 'For the United States the following, are not information requirements but
are related requirements that are unduly burdensome to trade.

(a) eial dcc u s

(1) Certificates of Origin require d
mini-mum value - this requirement is unnecessary for customs clearance
and as such is a. nuisance and hindrance to trade - (Cuba, Dahomeyz,
Ecuador, Eat Greece. Ivory Coast.. Korea,I. alawi Mauritius Nigeria.
Philippines. Senegal, Spain, Togo Tunisia, Turkey)

(2) Certificates of Insurance -- This requirement is unnecessary for
customs clearance and as such is a nuisance and hindrance to trade
(Bolivia, Ecuador . Korea)

(3) Letter of Correction - In the case of documentation error to be
completed and sent to importing country:s customs authorities before
shipment containing inaccurate documentation arrives at port of
importation. This requirement is unnecessary for customs clearance
and A5s such is a nuisance and hindrance to trade - (Argentina
Bolivia. Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador Guatemala; Korea.,
Mexico, Nicaragua. Panama, Peru; Philippines lE Salvador., Turkey)

(4) Corrected Invoice In case of error, to be completed and sent to
importing country's customs authorities before shipment .containing
inaccurate information arrives at port of importation. This require-
ment is unnecessary for customs clearance and as such is a nuisance
and hindrance to trade - (Argentina.. Bolivia, Colombia, Dominican
Republic , Ecuador. Guatemala, Korea, 1hiexico. Pi.icaragua; Panama Peru,
Philippines, E1 Salvador, 'j.key)

(5) Documents relating to.Exchange Control These requirements are
unnecessary for customs clearance and as such are a nuisance. and
hindrance to trade.
(Chile - Sun'olies Certificate form for shipments in Chilean foreign

exchange.
Colombia - Imnort registration certificate.
Ecuador -- Bank exchange authorization.
Ethiopia - Exchange payment licenses.
Ghana - Social Security Clearance Certificate.
Indonesia ^ Fiscal Certificate.
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Kenya - Clean Report of .Findings.
Pe.a-ul - Foreign exchange authorization.
El. Sailvador - Central bank-exchange authorization.
TanzaniiaI Clean..Report on Findings.
,Zaire. - Attestation of Verification Certificate (required for

shipments financed with Zaire foreign exchange.))

(b) Other related requirements

(l.) Exkcessive number. of. copies required ol documents used. for customs
purposes - This requirement is unnecessary and as such is a nuisance
sand hindrance to trade -- (BqlyvIa:. 6 coniesw, Brazil, 5 cries!
Dominican Rerpublic, 5 copies~ Ecuador, 6 copies; Guatemala 5 copies;
Iaiti, 6 copies; Honduras, 5-9 copies, El Salvador, 7 copies)

(2) o ort License Tolerraces - In no case may the quantity or value
exceed that stated on invoice - Shipments should be allowed import
tolerances of at least 2-3 per cent (Colombia. India)

E. Consular Formalities and fees

2>. The Wokdic countries have- stated that as far as consular formalities are
concerned they create considerable costs ana difficulties for exporters to
those countries which still apply such measures. Therefore the Nordic countries
stress the desirability of their abolishlent. suporting as a' suitable way of
solving this problem the interpreta.,ive note to Article VIII of the GATTS proposed
'by the United States. as described in Appendix 3 of document MIDTN/TM/TT/7.

24. For the United States the following consular requirements including certi-
fication by Chamber of Comnerce in exporting country are not information require-
ments but are related requirements tc.cat are unduly burdensome to trade;

(1) Consular invoices required for all _oods above some minimum value -
This unnecessary requirement results in the loss of time and money to
both the exporter and importer. -As such it is a great hindrance to
trade - (Colombia, Dominican Republic. rcuador Haiti., Honduras
Mexico. Panama, Peru.. Philippines Turkey, Uruguay)
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(2) Consular le alization of invoices used for customs uroese
This unnecessary requirement results in the loss of time and money to
both the exporter and the importer. As such it is a great hindrance
to trade - (Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia:, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, ]srpt, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Iraq,
Korea, Mexico, Nicaragua (even though regulations state that
legalization is not necessary), Panama, Peru, Philippines, Tunisia,
turkey, Uruguay)

(3) Consular Fees - This unnecessary requirement is costly (in
particular cases, extremely costly) to both the exporter and the
importer. As such it is a great hindrance to trade. - (Argentina,
1.5 per cent of invoice value; Bolivia, $10 per invoice set; Colombia,
1 per' cent of cisf. value; Dominican Republic, 3 per cent of
invoice value; Ecuador, $5420, or ,$2 per $1,000 value; Egypt. $16;
Iran, $2-$10 Iraq, $0.28-$l.4o&; Haiti:, 2 per cent of f.o.b. value;
Honduras, 8 per cent of f.a.s. value; Korea, $145; Mexico, $8-$4o;
Nicaragua:, 7 per cent f.o.b. value; Panama, $5; Peru, 8 per cent of
c.i.f. value; Philippines, $5-e30; Tunisia, $2-$5; Turkey, $4;
Uruguays, .001 per cent- of f.o.b. value plus 12 per cent f.o.b.
invoice charge)

(4) Chamber of Commerce certification of invoices used for customs
Roses - This unnecessary requirement results in the loss of time
for both the exporter and the importer. As such it is a hindrance to
trade - (Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Greece, Iran. Iraq,
Peru. Tunisia Turkey)


